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I am part of the team that has led the development of the Cleveland Museum of Art (http://www.-
clevelandart.org/)’s Gallery One and ArtLens iPad app (http://clevelandart.org/gallery-one/about).
These new initiatives – blending art, technology, and interpretation – are garnering interest in the
press and among museum colleagues. Many thanks to Mike Murawski for asking me to offer my per-
spective on the project, understanding that it is newly launched and we are in the process of gather-
ing initial feedback. This project is the focus of a paper session at Museums & the Web 2013
(http://mw2013.museumsandtheweb.com/) in Portland (link to paper here (http://mw2013.muse-
umsandtheweb.com/paper/transforming-the-art-museum-experience-gallery-one-2/)). Responses so
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A view of Gallery One from the main lobby of the Cleveland Museum
of Art. Photo courtesy of Local Projects.

far have been enthusiastic as well as probing and have challenged us to think in new ways about
what we’ve created and how we want to move forward. Recurring questions from reporters, col-
leagues, and visitors can serve as a way of introducing some of our goals and future ideas.

What was your plan behind integrating technology?

Our plan conceives technology as
an interpretive tool to drive active
experiences with art at CMA. Creat-
ing Gallery One and the ArtLens
app (http://cleve-
landart.org/gallery-one/about) has
been part of our mission to put visi-
tors front and center. We wanted to
build a gallery experience at the en-
trance to the museum that would
welcome all visitors, with particular
focus on families, college students,
and young professionals – audi-
ences that have not always seen
CMA as their kind of place. We
wanted to offer them new possibili-
ties to experience art in a participa-
tory way through the medium of
interpretive technology. We also wanted visitors’ encounters in Gallery One to spark interest in the
museum as a whole and to provide tools of understanding and enjoyment that could enhance their
experience of art in the galleries.

On January 21, 2013, we opened Gallery One (http://www.clevelandart.org/about/press/press-
kit/new-interactive-gallery-opens-cleveland-museum-art-january-21) and went live with the ArtLens
iPad app. Gallery One is a unique space just off the museum’s main lobby in which 55 top-quality art
objects from the permanent collection are arranged in thematic groupings that cross time and cul-
tures. This organization allows visitors to make connections across CMA’s comprehensive collection
of world art. For example, sculptures of the human form from ancient Rome, Japan, Africa, and 19th-
century France greet visitors as they enter the gallery, prompting them to experience how our bodies
have inspired art differently over time. Another installation groups paintings and ceramics from Eu-
rope and Asia, asking visitors to engage with roots of our contemporary, global culture. Interactive,
multi-touch screens interpret selected art installations, allowing visitors to engage actively with the
works on view by virtually creating their own works of art, or by physically striking a pose inspired
by a work of art they see. Gallery One also includes Studio Play (http://www.cleve-
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A detail of the Collection Wall in Gallery One. Photo courtesy of
Local Projects.

landart.org/gallery-one/studio-play), a dedicated family space with hands-on art-making activities,
as well as interactive technology stations that provide young children and their families with fun
ways to have first encounters with art and CMA’s collections.

Within Gallery One, just off our new
central atrium, a one-of-a-kind, 40-foot
multi-touch Collection Wall displays
high-resolution images of almost 4,000
works of art from the permanent col-
lection, most on view in the galleries.
Every 40 seconds, the wall changes
views, showing groupings of art ob-
jects based on themes, allowing visi-
tors to see that the collection is dynam-
ic, depending on how you view it. Visi-
tors can touch and browse objects on
the Collection Wall to discover other
artworks that are related and to find
tours that connect objects throughout
the collection.

The Collection Wall functions as a
place to organize a visit through the
permanent collection galleries by way

of a unique connection with the ArtLens iPad app. By docking their iPad (or one available for rent) at
the Wall, visitors can save their favorite objects to the app and create a personalized tour through the
museum. The app’s way finding system directs them to the objects on their tour or to other objects in
the collection. They can also find CMA-created tours to organize their visit according to themes they
like. Alternatively, they can browse through the galleries and find works of art that engage them, dis-
covering text and video interpretation within the app, or even scanning two-dimensional objects
through image recognition to find quick bites of text or video.

What are your learning goals for visitors?

Our goals for what visitors take away involve experience rather than content. We hope that:

1. visitors have fun with art
2. the interactive games and interpretation provide tools for understanding and spark social experi-

ences with art
3. visitors find transformative moments of discovery about continuing creative traditions that make

art relevant for them.
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Sculpture installation in Gallery One. Photo courtesy of Local
Projects.

Above all, we want to refrain from providing a single, authoritarian guide but instead to offer a vari-
ety of choices for visitor engagement. Rather than designing content to meet our own goals for visi-
tors, we have learned from our audience evaluation and responded to the way many of our visitors
browse through our galleries, drawn to particular works of art based on their own visual interests
and prior knowledge. We’ve been mindful of Jay Rounds’ prescient advice in Curator
(http://maa.missouri.edu/people/mehrhoff/pdfs-docs/Museums-IdentityWork.pdf)(2006):

“Visitors come to museums for their own reasons, and those reasons are not necessarily congruent with the
goals of the museum. No doubt their browsing through exhibits is suboptimal when compared against [a]
museum’s goal that visitors ‘engage in systematic study or exploration.’ But the same [browsing] behavior
may prove to be an intelligent response to the situation when measured against the goals of the visitors
themselves.” (p. 134)

Gallery One and ArtLens were de-
signed to honor browsing behavior.
There’s no preferred path through
Gallery One; visitors can move from
one art installation to another, each
with its own story. The Collection
Wall asks visitors to browse rather
than search: to find artworks they
like visually, and to discover con-
nections to related works by theme,
medium, or time period. The “Near
You Now” section of the ArtLens
app follows browsers as they mean-
der through the permanent collec-
tion galleries, indicating where they
are in the building and the artworks
near them. For objects with video
interpretation, visitors can find a
variety of short segments that they can choose according to their personal preferences rather than a
prescribed sequence.

When visitor evaluation begins later this spring, we can find out how these tools are working for our
visitors. In the meantime, we’ve been fortunate to have visits from a variety of museum colleagues
who have shared initial responses. Following his on-site visit, Peter Samis (http://www.exhibit-
files.org/peter_samis) of SFMoMA wrote to our CMA team:

“The Collection Wall reminds me of David Weinberger’s Everything Is Miscellaneous (2008): it makes
every artwork equally available, democratizing the collection…, it enables me to create a tour that threads
me like a needle through all the various parts of the building. It disappears the architecture, the molecules,
and replaces them with a new organizing principle: visual interest.”
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: Object page for CMA’s Prayer Niche (Mihrab)
in ArtLens. Photo courtesy of the Cleveland
Museum of Art.

Cool! Interpretive technology serves visitors’ visual interests and democratizes the collection. The
challenge comes in the connectivity between the Collection Wall and the iPad app. With the ability to
save almost any object to their iPad, what will visitors expect when they reach the actual objects in
the galleries? Currently only a portion have video and audio interpretation within the app, some
draw web texts and label copy from our databases, but others feature only basic “tombstone” infor-
mation. We’re eager to discover visitors’ expectations, and in the meantime, to develop priorities for
creating new interpretive content.

How can visitors contribute their own art interpreta‐
tion within the iPad app?

ArtLens video and audio content draws on conversations with curators, educators, conservators, and
community members. We hope the variety of voices allows visitors to feel part of the conversation
and to suggest that there is no single way to interpret or enjoy a work of art. The community voices
are particularly important, as they call up continuing traditions that grow from the artworks on view
and connect visitors with people in their community – like the Imam of the Cleveland Mosque for
whom the Islamic prayer niche in our collection is part of a living tradition, or the Cleveland ballet
dancer who brings his creative perspective to Degas’ Frieze of Dancers.

ArtLens also allows visitors to create their own tours –
playlists of their favorite objects with their own catchy
titles: “Randomness and Variety,” and “Lightning Tour
Before Dinner Dash.” They can share favorite objects
through Facebook and Twitter. We conceived these as
first steps toward more extensive visitor participation.
We’ve discussed the potential for gathering visitors’
stories about CMA’s artworks and incorporating them
into the app. We’ve also dreamed about the potential to
capture visitors’ voices within the app, so that they can
contribute their own insights about their favorite works
of art from the galleries or from off site.

We encourage you to download ArtLens (http://cleve-
landart.org/gallery-one/artlens) to your iPad and give
us your feedback. Our project is ambitious – an inter-
pretive system that reaches throughout CMA’s perma-
nent collection. I’ve outlined some of our ideas and
plans here, but there’s much more to come, so stay tuned!
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I want to extend huge thanks to the members of my CMA team in Education and Interpretation responsible for
the development of interpretive content in Gallery One: Seema Rao, Patty Edmonson, and Hajnal Eppely, and
in ArtLens: Jennifer Foley, Lori Wienke, and Bethany Corriveau. They are part of CMA’s Gallery One develop-
ment team, led by Griffith Mann in Curatorial, Jane Alexander in Information Technology, Jeffrey Strean in
Design, and myself. Local Projects of New York is responsible for all media design and collaborated with us on
the concept development. Earprint Productions of San Francisco produced the ArtLens app digital content, in
collaboration with the CMA interpretation team.
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cent award of an NEH Challenge Grant. With colleagues at CMA and Case Western Reserve Universi-
ty, she has worked to re-envision the joint CWRU-CMA doctoral program in art history, which recent-
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ings on this site are her own and don’t necessarily represent the Cleveland Museum of Art’s positions, strate-
gies, or opinions.
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1.  glow1984 says:
 JUNE 27, 2013 AT 7:54 AM
I might be a bit late in the game, but I’m developing a museum guide app that cuts the develop-
ment time and cost of a digital guide drastically. My hope is that by standardising the various
guide solutions into a common platform, the visitor experienced is enhanced with globally curat-
ed information in a myriad of languages.

if anyone is interested, there’s more details at the OneGallery website.
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